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EDITORIAL
There is a sense of achievement in producing the
first issue of Volume Two of our newsletter,
which is also our sixth issue. Our newsletter has
helped enormously inmaking us better known and
in our growth to 105 members at 31st December,
1994. We are read not only all over Australia,
but in London, Haifa, Philadelphia, in Los
Angles, Pittsburgh and Atlanta, as attested by our
mail. Most people like our name, and THEY
REMEMBER IT!
So far only 85 members have renewed for 1995,
although we are generous in allowing members
who jom from October onwards to go to
December of the next year. But for those who
have not renewed, this is the LAST ISSUE of the
KOSHER KOALA they will receive.

The bulk of our membership fee goes to the

printing and postage of the journal, and the rest to
acquiring books of value to the Jewish
genealogist. We would like to publish a bigger
journal, but postage rates would ruin us. Books
are also expensive: TROWEN IN MOKUM,
mentioned in this issue's Jewish Genealogy

Amsterdam (1598-1811) cost around $AUS 350.
Luckily some books are donated by generous
members. As a society we are also members of
the Association of Jewish Genealogical Societies,
which unites over sixty JGS's world wide, and
keeps us abreast of developments in Jewish
genealogy, and of the roof-body ofNSW Jewry in
Sydney, and these have affiliation fees to enable
them to function.

We receive journals in exchange with most
overseas Jewish genealogical societies and,
though this is costly in postage for us, since ALL
other Jewish genealogical societies are overseas, it
does mean some serendipitous findings for some
of our members, especially Selma Jackson and
Peter Nash, through our Sydney Data Base, as
well as exchange of ways and means in Jewish
genealogy. We also have a journal exchange with
a few local Australian societies.

Our members now stretch from Perth to Sydney,
with others in Adelaide, Melbourne, Nambour and
northern Queensland, as well as the Central Coast
and country NSW. We also have members in
Israel, and one in Brazil, and our esteemed British

Bookshelf, listing 15,000 Jewish marriages in (continued on page 2)
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EDITORIAL (continued from page 1) WORKSHOPS 1995
member, Dr Anthony Joseph, who is also president of the Our regular workshops will be held at the ReverendJewish Historical Society of England, will be the guest Katz Library, North Shore Synagogue, Treatts Road,
speaker at a major function jointly hosted by us and by
the Australian Jewish Historical Society on 28th March at LINDFIELD on the following Sunday mornings at

9.30 a.m. to 12.30 p.mthe Great Synagogue, 166 Castlereagh Street, Sydney, at
7.45 p.m. April 2 August 13
Our Annual General Meeting will take place on 23rd
April, just after Pesach at 7.30 p.m. at Beth WIZO, 53 May 7 September 3

Edgecliff Road, Bondi Junction. Our hardworking
for

June 11 October 1
committee members are offering themselves
re-election and Gary Luke is a new candidate for the July 2 November 5
committee. His expertise is in computers. While we are

December 3all happy to continue our work for the Society, we always
appreciate any offers of help from other members.

Those who deserve our special thanks are Rieke Nash and
David Laufer who organised our recent successful
one-day Seminar for Beginners in Jewish Genealogy at
Shalom College, and Gael Hammer, Helen Bersten,
David Landor, Gary Luke, Stuart Shaw, Terry Newman,

Kim Phillips, Margot Salom, Peter Nash and Aubrey
Schwarz who helped by giving of their knowledge. Also
our interstate representatives: Ross Trobe in Perth, Hilde
Hines in Adelaide and the indefatiguable Morris Ochert,
who always respond positively when asked to contribute.

Recently we have also appointed a representative in
Melbourne, Aubrey Schwarz, who worked for several
years at Moreshet Beth Saba, a genealogical facility in
Israel. Aubrey will try to hold meetings in Melbourne
with our present members to form a nucleus of our
Society there. Aubrey's address is POB 30, Balaclava,
3183, Melbourne, Vic. We appeal to JGS's in USA and
elsewhere to put this incipient branch on their mailing
list.

This issue we have started a "Welcome to new members"
feature, and we have written to interstate members to tell
them when Dr Joseph was speaking in their city.

Please send back your completed data base of names and
towns you are researching. We cannot match you up if
we don't know your research interests.

Have a happy Purim. Chag sameach! (Happy festival!)

Sophie Caplan, Editor
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WHAT IS THE INTERNATIONAL
GENEALOGICAL INDEX or IGI?

by Sophie Caplan

Many of our members have asked what was the
International Genealogical Index or IGI for short. It is an
alphabetical index of deceased individuals compiled by
the Church of Latter Day Saints (LDS) or Mormons,
recording the individual's surname, first name, sex, name
of father/mother and also spouse where known, and a
birth, christening, marriage, or death date of the person
whose entry it is. Since Mormons have as part of their
religious beliefs, a search for ancestors and recording of
these ancestors in the IGI, it is possible for Christian
researchers to find a person they are seeking who is
already recorded in the IGI by someone else previously.
This can save a lot ofwork.

In theory there should be few Jews recorded in the IGI.
But since some descendants of Jews have also become
members of LDS, or Mormons, some of our Jewish
ancestors may also have been recorded and notionally
posthumously "baptised" and "sealed" into the Mormon
faith. This can have happened despite the fact that this
process should, according to Mormon authorities, not be
done without first seeking permission ofnear relatives.

We have been assured that the Mormon authorities are
vigilant and warn their members against posthumously
baptising Jews, Catholics, or Protestants, whose surviving
relatives find this custom abhorrent.

Nevertheless in the past few years, a number of Jewish
genealogists, including the president of the Israel
Genealogical Society, and prominent members of various
American Jewish genealogical societies have discovered
that their grandparents, great-uncles, and others, of
whom they are the closest surviving relatives, have been
listed in the IGI as having been "baptised" and "sealed"
into the Mormon faith by well-meaning but misguided
total strangers, who thought they were doing a good and
worthy deed by lifting the names of deceased Jews who
perished in the Holocaust from memorial books dedicated
to victims of the Shoah and making them posthumous
notional Mormons. They did not take into account the
feelings of surviving Jews, or even distant relatives, who
find this practice utterly distressing and totally abhorrent,
in view of the long tradition of Jewish martyrdom in
preference to baptism, as for instance at the time of the
Inquisition. From internal evidence of these Jewish
entries in the IGI, it appears that one source of the entries
is the GEDENKBUCH (Memorial Book) of 128,000 Jews
who formerly lived in Germany and who perished either
in Germany itself, but mostly after deportation to Eastern
European death and labour camps. The Gedenkbuch was
put together by West German archives in Bonn.
Frequently the place given in the Gedenkbuch is the last
place of residence in Germany, and the IGI has copied

this as the place ofbirth, proving that information did not
come from relatives.

The Association of Jewish Genealogical Societies has
tried to explain the situation to Mormon authorities. The
last we heard was that there was a threat by Mormon
authorities that, if Jews objected to their practice of
haphazard and indiscriminate baptism, then the
Mormons might no longer collect and make accessible
Jewish records from Eastern Europe, on which so many
ofus depend.
Last November a delegation of leaders ofUSA Holocaust
Survivors Association was due to go to Salt Lake City for
top level talks with LDS authorities. Since then no word
of these discussions has filtered down. It is time for the
Association of Jewish Genealogical Societies to let their
affiliated members know what the position is presently.

JEWISH GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY IN
BRAZIL
We have received the first issue of GERACOES, the
bulletin of the Brazilian Jewish Genealogical Society
which has articles in Portuguese with their English
translation side by side. At last another JGS which can
call its October number its Spring issue! There are
articles on various topics which may have connections
with early Australian Jewish history: e.g. Genealogy and
History, The Trial of Vicente Furtado. Could he have
had links with Sarah and David Ribiero Furtado who
came to Australia in 1829, or to the Abraham Furtado
who played a part in the Portuguese Jewish community in
Bordeaux, France, at the time of the French Revolution in
pleading for emancipation? The article is by Professor
Reuven Faingold of the Hebrew University, a co-editor of
GERACOES. The same article also mentions Portuguese
Jews previously written about in SHARSHERET
HADOROT, newsletter of the Israel Genealogical
Society. Frieda Wolff also has an article about a Nathan
family which came from England and could well be
connected to Nathans who came to Australia and New
Zealand. Altogether a worthy addition to the panoply of
Jewish genealogical journals which will enrich our
knowledge of Jewish history and genealogy.
For those who would like to subscribe privately, all
correspondence to:

Guilherme Faigenboim,
Rua Jardim Ivone 17, Apt 23,
04105-020 SAO PAULO SP,
BRAZIL
Tel/Fax: 55-11-574-8554

BACK COPIES OF KOSHER KOALA
are now available and can be ordered

from the Society for
$AUS 5.00 plus postage.
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KEEPING IT NICE:
Conservation and Storage

by Gael Hammer

I once inherited from a dear uncle his Cheder prize from
1910. It was a large and heavy leather-bound Old
Testament, published by the British Bible Society, with
beautiful Hebrew font, and Christian English. Come in
Artscroll and Jewish Publication Society! Anyway, this
bible was in a sad state because of the way it had been
stored, so I enquired about rebinding. I can remember
the price...§15. That was half a week's housekeeping.
Determining to do it myself, enrolled in the

Bookbinding hobby course at the Sydney Technical
College. For three happy years I spent Tuesday nights
learning the secrets of binding and conservation. For
three minutes reading, I'll share some of my knowledge
with you.

The enemies of paper are sticky tape, sunlight, acid,
metal clips and staples. If paper is torn, sticky tape will
mend it for only a couple of years. The glue will then
disintegrate, leaving a yellow stain and the tear still there.
There is archival sticky tissue paper, but it is very
expensive. If the document is two-sided, it is best to put
the torn papers in an acid free envelope and get advice
from the Mitchell Library restoration service. If it is one

sided, get a sheet of acid free paper and some PVC glue.
Selleys has one. Dab the thinnest possible amount of glue
on to the torn document using a new small house painting
brush, or even better, a shaving brush. Avoid long brush
strokes. Be careful not to allow wrinkles by rolling the

pasted document on to the backing paper. Smooth it
carefully with dry hands, then place it in a sandwich of
greased paper and put it under a floor rug with a pile of
heavy books on top. Leave it overnight. You can omit
the floor rug if you have books big enough to keep it all
flat. (The brush will need washing immediately).
You will have seen how metal leaves a rusty stain on

papers. Plastic slide clips are mow available
inexpensively and although they bend paper, they do not
do permanent damage. If you need to write on

documents, use a 2B pencil which is dark, but can be
rubbed out. Always identify old photos on the back in
soft pencil. Photos today are printed on paper which only
seems to accept ball point pen, unfortunately. Our
descendants will be furious about that, as ball point ink
turns yellow with time.

Avoid storage areas in attics, cellars, tin sheds or near

fireplaces. Humidity, dampness and heat all make paper
brittle and disintegrate. Shoeboxes seem ideal but the
cardboard is not acid free. You can use regular boxes if
first you place the items in acid free envelopes or bags.
Photographs and all paper records can be kept in oven

bags. Being made of saran and not plastic they are very
suitable for storage, their transparency an extra bonus.
There is acid-free tissue, good for wedding veils and

other fabric items as well as for photos and paper records.
There are also acid-free envelopes, albums, boxes and
wallets from Conservation Resources International, POB
729, Fortitude Valley Qld. 4006.

The "magnetic" photo albums, which everyone has as free

gifts for something else, are lethal for photos. They are
not magnetic. They very quickly fuse the photo to the

page and the plastic to the front of the picture. Avoid
them at all costs. Rather get the system which has plastic
sleeves for each photo, although they are not perfect. The
best system for keeping photos is with old fashioned

photo corners on black paper loose leaf albums and I date
and identify with a silver felt pen underneath.

Light is destructive of paper, so it is a good idea to get
photocopies of important documents. The copy will need
to be on acid free copy paper which is readily available.
Have you noticed how fax paper fades in no time? Ifa
fax is important, photocopy it and store everything in the
dark. You can also take photographs of your special
items. We tend to think that our current records are not
so important, but your descendants are going to think
differently and will be very grateful for your care of them.
And are you identifying and dating every photo you own?
It is later than you think. Who will know who all those
people are when you or Aunty Esther are not here?

Books, like my uncle's bible, get damaged spines by not

being stood up straight, and not being supported on either
side. They need to be close together on the shelves but
not so tight that you cannot get one out. Very heavy or
tall books need to lie down flat.

After a year in class, I resewed and bound the bible in
brown leather, which took a long time and was not easy.

The $15 quoted would have been a bargain!

Gael Hammer is the editor of "Pomegranates" and the
author of "Phillip Blashki, A Victorian Patriarch". She is
afoundation member ofour Society and, thismonth, the

proud grandmother (again) ofnew New York-born grand-
daughter, Bruria Bleich. Mazel tov, Gael!!

NOTE If you want to rescue those photos frozen in
"magnetic" photo albums, a quick careful blast with a
hair dryer around the edge will sometimes free them!

DON'T FORGET

3rd ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
will be held on SUNDAY EVENING

23rd April, 1995 at 7.30 p.m.
at

Beit Wizo, 53 EdgecliffRoad,
BONDI JUNCTION

Non-members welcome
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THE USE OF PROBATE FILES FOR
FINDING LOST RELATIVES

by Peter Nash

When I became more seriously interested in my family's
genealogy in the last few years, I found I needed to search
more and more in the United States. I therefore read
"Jewish Genealogy Beginner's Guide", Third Edition,
edited by Irene Saunders Goldstein, compiled and
published by the JGS of Greater Washington, and began
to follow some of the suggested references to locating
vital records. For example, by mail from Australia, I was
able to obtain the naturalization details of my paternal
great-grandfather's brother. However, I was fortunate
that I was able to travel to New York recently and
actually visit some of the quoted archival resource
centres.

As I was looking for birth or death registrations in the
second halfof the 1900's or possibly early this century, I
went to the Archives Division at the New York City Dept
of Records and Information, 31 Chalmers Street,
Manhattan, NY 10007. These are the so-called
Surrogate's Court of New York County. I started off in
Room 103 where they hold birth records before 1898 and
death records before 1930. My difficulties in finding the
desired records immediately became apparent as I had no
idea what were the relevant years as records are available
on micro-films by year, that is no name index is
available. My initial random search proved wasteful and
frustrating and so I went back to the front desk to seek
further inspired guidance.

My almost desperate plea was overheard and this
gentleman, no doubt attracted by my quaint "foreign"
Aussie accent, suggested that I should go up to the fourth
floor to Room 402 and search through the records for
granted probates, as this could quickly yield the year of
death. The records for granted probates and also for
so-called Letters of Administration, where a death was
registered without a Will, are kept in very old hand-
written cloth covered ledgers, as well as on typed index
cards. The ledgers cover the years 1662 to 1949 and are
divided up into irregular periods, according to when the
ledger was filled. For example, 1662 to 1910, 1911 to
1923, 1924 to 1932, etc, while the cards are also grouped
in periods from 1950 to 1988. All the records are filed in
alphabetical order for a given period, which was an
immense relief.

I had virtually instant success. I found that probate was
granted for my great-grandfather's brother, and more
importantly the date when filed. So now I had a date,
that is, a year to focus on the death registration.
returned to Room 103 and soon found the death
certificate on micro-film, which I was able to photocopy
for a fee of $US 5. The action I took from then on will be
the subject of another research story.

One of the interesting aspects of genealogical research is
that a lead for one branch of a family suddenly may be a
lead for another branch. This was the tack I suddenly
took while searching through the Probate records. There
was a branch on my father's maternal side of which very
little was known. My paternal grandmother's birth name
was Cecilia Weichmann and she was one of eight
children. One of her younger brothers was Siegfried and
he was married with two children, a daughter Ruth and a
son Horst. My father knew that his cousin Ruth had
married Fred Nissel and that they had one child, a son
George, who sadly was handicapped, but all he knew
about his cousin Horst was that he had married and that
he had some children, but never found out their names.
Letters from another cousin indicated that there were two
daughters. They had all lived in New York after the
Second World War.

As my interest in genealogy increased, I became more
and more curious about the fate of my cousin George
Nissel as well as the existence, if any, of the family of
Horst Weichmann. I knew that George's mother and
father had both died. So now I looked through the
Probate card index and I first found a card for George
Nissel with a file number and a year of filing - this was
1941. This made me quite excited, but also puzzled me,
as I knew that he was born around 1939 and this would
have meant he died at the age of about two, which I knew
not to be true. The card also had a single letter "G" noted
on it and I quickly found out that this meant
"Guardianship". That made more sense. I was then
directed to another Room where these matters were filed
and while I was not allowed to have access to George's
file for privacy reasons I was given the name of the legal
firm which had dealt with this matter. I was extremely
thrilled to have got so far.

Meanwhile I returned to Room 402 and I now searched
the card index for Ruth Nissel's name and quickly found
it with the relevant file details. Probate was granted in
1981. I then asked the clerk how I could access the file
and how long that might take, as I only had limited time
for my stay in New York. In practically no time the clerk
came back with a thick file for my perusal! It is only
possible to immediately access files which were granted
in the last 20 years or so as they do not have storage there
for older files, for example, files dating back to 1920's
could take about 8 days.

I was quite overwhelmed with what I suddenly had in my
hands. The Probate file not only contained the details of
the Will of Ruth Nissel plus Death Certificate which I
was able to photocopy for 15 cents instead of paying $5,
but also mentioned the names of George's guardians and
where George resided! The Will quoted all the
beneficiaries including the names of Ruth's two nieces,
the daughters of her brother Horst as well as contact
addresses! So in "one hit" I found what I needed, but also
that for which I was not actually searching. With the

(continued on next page)
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CLUES FROM FOOD?

by Sophie Caplan
with apologies to Mona Freedman-Morris

An American Jewish genealogist, Mona Freedman-
Morris, has written in "Scattered Seeds", the Palm Beach
County J.G.S. newsletter, of how Jewish family historians
can obtain clues from food which is traditional in their
family, particularly appreciated by the older generation,
and served on special occasions like religious festivals
and family celebrations.

Some of the food she writes about, like "the common

bialy" and "fritos" are unknown in Australia, at least in
Sydney. But, she says, "prior to the Americanization of
our palates, e.g. pizza, fried chicken, fritos, etc....the
foods our ancestors ate were often indicative of where
they originated. The traditional division between sweet
and tart divides Galicia and Lithuania. Further along,
gefillte fish, with or without carrots, divide Poland and
Belarus. Garlic and eggplant are common food to
Romanians. Did your ancestors fry or boil kreplach?
Many Ukrainians fried their kreplach while Poles
generally boiled theirs. Did your ancestors use sour
cream on borsht and blintzes?....When interviewing
relatives do not forget to ask about family recipes. Since
the tag Galitzianer and Litvak carried negative and

positive connotations, depending on which you were, it is
generally known by older relatives from which side you
were. In most traditional families it was considered an

intermarriage ifyou deviated from your group."

Indeed, even in Germany, England, Israel and Australia,
most of my relatives married fellow Galitzianer or
descendants of Galitzianers. I deviated. A descendant of
Galitzianer, I married into a Litvak family. At times it
wasn't easy. For many years, while our parents were
alive, the joint family Seder, which took place at our
home, was graced by two rival gefillte fish dishes. My
mother-in-law's bland and carrotless, my own mother's

delicately flavoured with just a soupcon of sugar,
decorated with sliced carrot and accompanied by a
flavour-some jellied sauce. While my parents gallantly
ate from each dish, the Litvak contingent at the table
showed their disgust at the idea of sweet gefillte fish. But
the Litvak horse-radish was ten times as hot as the
Galitzianer. As a result I never learnt to make gefillte
fish, but my sister valiantly carries on the tradition of
bringing "Polish" gefillte fish to the now mixed tribe at
our Seder table.

I learnt to love one of my mother-in-law's great Litvak
dishes, her tart chopped herring decorated with grated
hard-boiled egg-yolk. Now that she is gone, J only taste it
at our Litvak-descended, South African-born, rebbetzen's
home, where it is served with deep-fried free shaped crisp
dough biscuits called kiechel. My Galician mother boiled
kreplach, and we ate borsht, kreplach and other dishes
with "smetana" a light sour cream. Buttermilk was also

served at our house, and she taught me to bake beautiful
thin pastry apple strudel flavoured with cinnamon and
sultanas, and a wonderful potato latke savoury pudding,
baked in the oven called bilbovenik, which served cold,
was the staple Galician Jewish farmer's breakfast, eaten
with smetana.

The Litvak side of the family, born and raised in
England, had already adopted English-style sponge-cake,
fruitcake and "slices". Hailing from Ploesti in Rumania,
my girl-friend Josie, makes beautiful mamaliga and

egg-plant dishes and a delicate fish soup, which I have
never quite mastered. And our friends of Hungarian
ancestry just love to serve strudel with poppy-seed filling,
and paprika with everything. As a Galicianer I like
poppy-seed sprinkled on top of challah and bread-rolls,
but not inside cakes.

And my French childhood has given me an ability to
make excellent pareve chocolate mousse, vinaigrette
salad-dressing, and pumpkin soup, not to speak of sauce
mousseline, a light mayonnaise.

But how will our children and grandchildren get their
clues from the food WE COOK? Not only do I serve
roast chicken on Fridays, but I roast lamb, serve steak or
make schnitzel on other days. I also do spaghetti
bolognaise, lasagne, risotto, hamburgers, frankfurts,
Indian and Thai curries, and Chinese stir-fry, all with
kosher meat, and home-made pizza. The desserts eaten
at our table include, not only traditional honey-cake and
fruit compote, apple strudel and cheese-cake, but also
tropical fruit salad, chocolate mousse and the Australian
specialty, pavlova, all home made.

How will our children work out their ancestry through
food? We have queered the pitch for our descendants.
All they will know is that we lived in a multicultural
society, and that the food we serve and enjoy comes from
all around the world.

THE USE OF PROBATE FILES FOR FINDING
LOST RELATIVES
(continued from previous page)

help of the 'old standby', telephone directory assistance, I
was able to speak to my second cousins and their mother -

another name I never knew. As I was committed to
leave New York, we could not manage to meet on this
occasion. They had no idea that there were any other

living relatives from their husband/father's side. We are
now in contact with each other.

After I returned to Australia I decided to write in the first
instance to George's guardian. Not long after, I received
a phone call from my cousin George. It was short but
very emotional as suddenly this yearning to find him had
been realised. These newly found cousins are as close as

any that I have, as I never had siblings nor first cousins.

Peter Nash (born Nachemstein) is rfa Foundation member

ofour Society.
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JEWISH GENEALOGY BOOKSHELF
by Sophie Caplan
Those books with an asterisk (*) in front are held by our
Society, books in the personal library of some of our
members are marked with two asterisks (* *) and books
marked with a * can be borrowed from the Reverend
Katz Library at the North Shore Synagogue where our
workshops are held.

BOOKS ON HOLLAND
There are no novels about Dutch Jewry in English, and
no autobiographical accounts known to me about the
period before the Second World war, but a number of
books of great use io genealogists have been published
about Jews in the Netherlands within the last decade and
we have many of them available on loan to the Society.
They are particularly easy to use because they have been
indexed in multiple ways. Though some are in Dutch, we
have added the translation at the beginning of each
column of information.
* * "MEMORBOOK, HISTORY OF DUTCH
JEWRY FROM THE RENAISSANCE TO 1940",
with 1100 illustrations and text by MOZES HEIMAN
GANS, 1977 in English translation, Bosch and Keunig,
BAARN, is a monumental compilation of 851 pages with
an excellent index ofnames and a separate one for subject
matter, with details about Jews in small provincial towns,
as well as in larger centres and in Amsterdam. Many
reproductions of painted portraits, and photographs of
recent leaders and rabbis.
* * BERT VAN BEDAF, "ABOUT THE DUTCH,
THE FIRST EUROPEANS TO EXPLORE AUST-
RALIA", 1988, AE PRESS/DI Bookshop, Melbourne,
tells the story of Dutch contact with Australia, and is a
complementary volume to MEMORBOOK for Australian
Jewish genealogists.
* * JOSEPH MICHMAN, editor, "DUTCH JEWISH
HISTORY", Volume II, Proceedings of the Fourth
Symposium on the History of the Jews in the Netherlands,
1986, Jerusalem, The Institute for Research on Dutch
Jewry, Hebrew University of Jerusalem. This is a
collection of essays on various aspects of Dutch Jewish
History from the 16th century to the Holocaust by a
collection of Dutch and Israeli scholars. Presumably it is
one volume in a series. It has an index of names.
* * "JEWISH LIFE IN THE GOLDEN AGE OF
AMSTERDAM, 1592-1796" (Dutch title: Portuguese
and Germans - Jewish Life in Amsterdam, 1592-1796).
Text by JUDITH BELINFANTE, director of Jewish
Historical Museum in Amsterdam, 1982, booklet
prepared for the exhibition of the same name at Beth
Hatefutsot, Tel Aviv. Text in English and in Dutch,
many illustrations.
* * MOZES HEIMAN GANS, "DE AMSTERDAMSE
JODENBOEK IN FOTO'S ANDERMAAL, 1840-

1940" (THE JEWISH QUARTER OF AMSTERDAM
THROUGH PHOTOS, 1840-1940), 1985, Ten Have,
Baarn, gives a nostalgic look back at the lively street life
of Jewish Amsterdam before the Holocaust.
* * "REPERTORIUM VAN EAMLIENNAMEN
1811-1812" (Repertory of Jewish Surnames) publisher
and date of publication not indicated, is an index of
Jewish family names in Holland, or a part of it.
* * DAVID VERDOONER AND H.J.W. SNEL "INDEX
OF KETUBOT OF THE PORTUGUESE JEWISH
COMMUNITY, 1650-1911", AMSTERDAM, 1988.
This register is indexed by bridegrooms' surnames and
also by brides' surnames and also gives the names of their
father and sometimes also of their grandfathers, as well
as Jewish date of wedding. For Sephardi Jews in
Amsterdam.
* * "TROWEN IN MOKUM, JEWISH MARRIAGE
IN AMSTERDAM, 1598-1811" DAVE VERDOONER
AND HARMEN SNEL, circa 1990, AMSTERDAM, in
two volumes, no publisher given. This is a record of
15,000 announcements of intention to marry by Jewish
citizens of Amsterdam. Names are listed in order of
intended marriage date and indexed in several different
ways, including alphabetically by names of witnesses,
thus affording us the optimum possibility of finding our
ancestors, if they ever married in Holland. Interestingly
Amsterdam was know as MOKUM in Dutch-Jewish
slang from the Hebrew word "makom", a place. Thus
"Trowen (marriages) in Mokum". Places of origin of
bride or groom, also indexed, include London, Gibraltar,
Curacao, Nuremberg, Lisbon, Prague, etc.
* DAVE VERDOONER, HARMEN SNEL, "LIST OF
DECLARED BURIALS IN AMSTERDAM
RECORDED BETWEEN 1806 AND 1811", April
1991, Amsterdam, Community Archive is alphabetically
indexed by first name and surname of major surviving
relative. First names of dead children sometimes omitted.
* "INDEX OF MARRIAGES OF THE ASHKENAZI
COMMUNITY IN AMSTERDAM BETWEEN 1723
AND 1812", ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF
SURNAMES FROM THE BRIDEGROOMS IN THE
MARRIAGE ANNOUNCEMENTS (translation of Dutch
title), no author, or publication date, obtained from Dutch
Jewish Genealogical Society, Nederlandse Kring voor
Joodse Genealogie.
* * "REGISTER OF TAKING OF NAMES IN
AMSTERDAM from 1811-1826", compiled by
HARMEN SNEL AND DAVE VERDOONER, published
by Nederlandse Kring voor Joodse Genealogie circa 1990.

* "ACQUISITION OF SURNAMES IN
ROTTERDAM in 1811", incidentally included with
particulars from other sources concerning the acquisition
of permanent surnames. Compiled by HILLE-
GERSBERG and DRALINGEN in 1811-12, published by
Nederlandse Kring voor Joodse Genealogie, circa 1990.
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* "REGISTER OF ENGAGEMENTS IN ROTT-
ERDAM FROM 1621 TO 1811", from Rotterdam

Archive, originally compiled by M.J.BLITZ, and finally
presented by MONICA ENGELER AND KAREL
DUITZ. Published by Nederlandse Kring voor Joodse

Genealogie.
* * "PARTICULARS OF THE OLDEST BURIAL
GROUND AND DEATH RECORDS FROM
ROTTERDAM, 1640-1812", compiled from the BLITZ
COLLECTION, published by Nederlandse Kring voor
Joodse Genealogie, circa 1990.

* W.F. van ZEGVELD, "THE JEWS OF LEIDEN",
Part 1, including index and sources, March 1988, Capelle
aan den Ijssel, Nederlandse Kring voor Joodse Gen-
ealogie. This book has more information on individuals
than the others, and equally useful indexes, but help from
someone fluent in Dutch would be advisable.
* SV.E. VELDHUIJZEN, City Archives of The Hague,
Sectional Archives, "NAME TAKING BY ASHKEN-
AZI JEWS IN 1811", 1982, The Hague. This book has
an introduction in English which renders it user-friendly.
It lists alphabetically the changeover from house-name
and patronymic to new family name, and also an

alphabetical index of the new names, one of patronymics
and one of new names with all family first names.
It also explains why 1811 is such a key date in Dutch
Jewish records. In August 1811, an imperial decree was

issued, by Napoleon who had installed his brother Jerome
as King of Holland under French hegemony. Between
4th November and 31st December 1811 the heads of
Ashkenazic Jewish families had to opt for keeping a

patronymic as a permanent family surname, or to choose
another name. Although it was already the twilight of
the Napoleonic era which would end at Waterloo in
March, 1815, this affected the Dutch Jewish community
permanently.

For a short but comprehensive history ofDutch Jewry see

the ENCYCLOPEDIA JUDAICA, under NETH-
ERLAND.
* "PORTUGUESE JEWISH MARRIAGES IN THE
HAGUE, 1711-1714 and 1730-1778", with "BURIALS
IN THE HAGUE FROM 1697 TO 1724" and
"REGISTER OF CIRCUMCISIONS AND BIRTHS
OF THE PORTUGUESE-ISRAELITE COMM-
UNITY, 1755-1818" from the notes of circumciser
SALOMON SARUCO, in one volume, published by
Nederlandse Kring voor Joodse Genealogie. Many
parties to the listed marriages were from Amsterdam.

* "MARRIAGE DISPENSATIONS OF JEWS IN
THE DUTCH PROVINCE OF WEST FRIESLAND
1710-1774", compiled by AJ. STASSE of Utrecht,
published by Nederlandse Kring voor Joodse Genealogie.
A slim volume concerning mostly widows and widowers

seeking to remarry or to marry a niece or close relative.
A curiosity is the name Jacob Israel Saint Croos (Santa
Cruz/Holy Cross), a Marrano name.

* "CIRCUMCISIONS IN THE PROVINCE OF
FRIESLAND" excluding LEEUWARDEN, from 1760-
1822, arranged by names of towns. Published by
Nederlandse Kring voor Joodse Genealogie.
* "CIRCUMCISIONS IN THE PROVINCE OF
FRIESLAND IN LEEUWARDEN", from 1757-1765,
1782-1828, 1803-1805, and in a few other smaller towns,
with "WEDDINGS IN LEEUWARDEN 1771-1811",
published by Nederlandse Kring voor Joodse Genealogie.
* "ACQUISITION OF PERMANENT SURNAMES
FROM 1811-1813 AND IN 1826 IN THE PROVINCE
OF GELDERLAND" with "JEWISH POPULATION
IN THE YEAR 1813 INCLUDING ACQUISITION
OF PERMANENT SURNAMES". Published by
Nederlandse Kring voor Joodse Genealogie. Some 44
towns are included, and the information contain names of
husbands, wives and children, occupation of husband,
age, etc... Many Ashkenazi names are included.

* "DETAILS REGARDING THE JEWISH
POPULATION OF OVERLJSSEL IN THE YEAR
1813, INCLUDING NAME ADOPTION IN ZWOLLE
AND KUINRE EN VOLLENHOVE" published by
Nederlandse Kring voor Joodse Genealogie.
* "LEERDAM, JEWISH POPULATION ACCORD-
ING TO CIVIC RECORDS", with additions and
sections with particulars preceding 1811, published by
Nederlandse Kring voor Joodse Genealogie. This is one
of the few of the published indexes which has a lot of
mid-nineteenth century information.
* "AMERSFOORT CIRCUMCISIONS REGISTER
1753-1811", with "REGISTER OF INTENDED
MARRIAGES IN AMERSFOORT, 1768-1806", has
full name of father, son's first name and date of
circumcision.
* * H BARTHOLOMEUS, "JEWISH GENEALOGY
OF THE INHABITANTS OF MEERSEN", 1991,
published by H. Bartholomeus, Burgm. Murisstraat 23,
6231 GH MEERSEN, Netherlands. This book is
dedicated to the Jewish citizens ofMeersen who perished
in the Holocaust and contains information spanning from
the late 18th century to 1943, including the camps where
these Jews were murdered.

* * JOHAN VAN GELDER. "MOOIE MENSEN"
(BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE) Geldersboek, PO 1057, 9701

BB, Groningen, Holland, is a detailed family history of
the Van Gelder family from Groningen, with photos,
family trees as well as Holocaust information.

HOLLAND AND THE HOLOCAUST

Perhaps the best-known book of those associated with the
Holocaust stems from Holland. It is of course THE
DIARY OF A YOUNG GIRL by ANNE FRANK who

perished in Bergen Belsen, a book which every adolescent
and adult should read. But there are others, less
well-known.
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JONA OBERSKI, "A CHILDHOOD", translated by
Ralph Manheim, originally published in Holland in 1978,
Hodder and Stoughton, 1983, London, is a heart-stopping
story of a little boy sent with his parents to Westerbork
camp. The parents perished, but he survived and recalled
what happened from a child's viewpoint.
* * FRED DANIELS, "SHADOWS IN TWILIGHT, A
1940-1945 TESTIMONY", translated from the Dutch by
Mieke Daniels-Waterman, Gefen Publishing House,
1992, Jerusalem. It is an autobiographical story of a
schoolboy who survived hidden by Dutch farmers, who
themselves perished for hiding Jews.
* * LEESHA ROSE, "THE TULIPS ARE RED", Yad
Vashem, 1978, Jerusalem, is the unputdownable story of
a young Jewish girl, a nurse, who served in the Dutch
Resistance during the Second World War, while her
whole family died. Leesha Rose is a lecturer at Yad
Vashem, and her book has gone through five reprintings
* * BARRY SPANJAARD "DON'T FENCE ME IN!
AN AMERICAN TEENAGER IN- THE
HOLOCAUST", 1981, B.& B. Publishing, SAUGUS,
California, is an autobiographical account by an
American-bom son of Dutch Jews, who were all sent to
Bergen-Belsen.

There is a MEMORIAL BOOK FOR DUTCH
JEWRY listing 106,000 Jews deported from Holland of
Dutch and other nationalities. As far as is known there is
no copy in Australia. Our numerous letters to try and
obtain a copy were unanswered, and I discovered why last
May in Jerusalem. TheMEMORIAL BOOK is literally a
memorial itself, with only some eight names per page to a
total of forty-one (yes, 41) volumes. Yad Vashem library
has these volumes, and probably major archives in the
Netherland s and major Holocaust museums.
Each entry has surname and first name of victim,
alphabetically indexed, date and place of birth, date and
place of death, if known. I found that my mother's
second cousin, an achingly handsome young married
man, a refugee in Holland, whose siblings were all born
in Germany, was born in Galicia, as bis mother went
back to her native shtet! and parental home for the birth
of her first child. He perished in Flossenburg, on the
death march in March 1945. His wife, who survived
Auschwitz and the Union factory as one of 5455
deportees to live to return to Holland, was not listed.

JOSEPH MICHMAN and DAN MICHMAN, formerly
Melkman, father and son, both historians, have written
widely about the Holocaust in Holland, and their articles
have appeared in various volumes of YAD VASHEM
STUDIES and can be read in university and communal
libraries.

* * "STUDIA ROSENTHALIA", the Journal for Jewish
Literature and History in the Netherlands, is a periodical
published by the University of Amsterdam. Some articles
may be in Australian university libraries.

* * ELISABETH WYNHAUSEN, "MANLY GIRLS",
1989, Penguin, Melbourne, is a barely disguised
autobiographical novel about a family of Dutch Jews who
emigrated to Sydney in 1951. Readers from Sydney will
recognise many characters, both Jewish and non-Jewish,
and get a better understanding ofDutch Jewish settlers.

ADDITIONAL BOOK ON HUNGARY
* JARED H. SUESS "HANDY GUIDE TO
HUNGARIAN GENEALOGICAL RECORDS", 1980,
Everton Publishers, Logan, Utah, gives lists of useful
words for genealogy in Hungarian, German and English,
lists of first names and of the more popular surnames,
maps of the country at various periods and historical
events, in which neither the second world war not the
deportation of the Hungarian Jews figure.

DUTCH JEWRY
IN TAYERER LANSMAN, Vol 1 No 1, January, 1987,
published in Miami by the late Herbert C. Unger, there is
a report on an International Symposium on the History of
the Jews in the Netherlands. David Frost of Jerusalem
writes that there is an Institute for Research on Dutch
Jewry (IRDJ) run by Dr Joseph Michman and located on
the Givat Ram campus of the Hebrew University of
Jerusalem. The IRDJ holds a collection of Dutch Jewish
genealogies.

Gideon Yaari-Cohen who helped assemble the collection,
stated that among Dutch Sephardim, siblings from one
family often had different surnames. Dutch Jews had
different first names in Hebrew, Yiddish and in Dutch,
but these followed a pattern. Someone called Yehuda
Leib was Levy or Levie in his Dutch first name. Asher
and Anshil went together, as did Gumpel and Mordechai.
One of the difficulties facing researchers is that Dutch
Jews wrote their names differently on various occasions.
The Institute for Research on Dutch Jewry is interested in
receiving copies of family trees with Dutch branches, at
the Hebrew University, Givat Ram, Jerusalem, ISRAEL.

OLSCHWANGER JOURNAL
Members who attended the USA Fourth National
Seminar in Jewish Genealogy in 1984 may remember
Anna Olswanger's workshop on publishing a family
history magazine.
Anne has just published the third Olschwanger Journal
and donated a copy to our library. Interested individuals
can purchase their own copy by sending a cheque for
$US40 (which includes postage and handling in the US)
to:-
Anna Olswanger,
7117 HarpsMiil Road, Raleigh NC 27615-5323.
Tel: 1-919-870-0555.
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The Fourteenth Summer Seminar
on Jewish Genealogy,

June 25-29, 1995 Washington, DC
P.O. Box 412,

Vienna VA 22183-0412, USA

NEW ADDRESS FOR YIVO
The major research institute for YIDDISH-speaking
Jewry, ie. on Jewish communities from Poland,
Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Russia, Rumania, Galicia,
Hungary and Czechoslovakia has temporarily moved to a
new address. It is now located at 555 West 57th Street in
New York. Its telephone number is still 1-212-535-6700.

By early 1996 YIVO hopes to be able to move into its
new home at 15 West 16th Street, New York City and to
be joined there by the Leo Baeck Institute, which
specializes in the history and genealogy of
German-speaking Jewry from Germany, Austria,
Bohemia and Moravia, and also by the American Jewish
Historical Society and the Yeshiva Museum. In this way
four major Jewish historical institutes will be under one
toof, which will facilitate matters for visitors from
Australia.

The combined libraries will exceed 500,000 volumes, and
the combined archives will be well in excess of 50 million
pieces of historical and genealogical data. A worthwhile
place to visit.

HOLOCAUSTINFORMATION ON
SURVIVORS
When Benjamin and Vladka Meed, both surviving
Warsaw Ghetto fighters, came to the USA after World
War II they founded a National Registry of Holocaust
Survivors in the USA. They collected over 80,000 names
over the years. This includes some survivors who settled
elsewhere. Gary Mokotoff, president of the Association
of Jewish Genealogical Societies, computerised this list,
which in 1993 was transferred to the United States
Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington where it
serves as a database for finding family survivors.

Information on survivors or refugees who have not been
registered is still being sought.

Forms for registration, or information about relatives, can
be obtained by mail from a volunteer at the Museum who
is also an active member of the Greater Washington
Jewish Genealogical Society, MICHEL MARGOSIS,
6412 N 26th Street, Arlington, VA 22207, USA.
Tel: 1-703-534-1257
Or SARA OGILVIE, Tel: 1-202-488-6164/20/30 at the
Museum.
(Information from MISPACHA, quarterly of the Greater
Washington J.G.S., Fall 1993).

FOREBEARS
AUSTRALIAN FAMILY FINDER

Our Family Finder column will be charged for at the rate
of $AUS 8 or $US 5 for 25 words plus address and
telephone number, or fax number of inquirer. Please
communicate directly with inquirer, but kindly inform us
if this column has helped you to advance in your
research.

00021 ARLENE B. EDWARDS, 1001 Highlight
Drive, West Covina, CA 91791, USA Tel: 1-818-915-
5354, Fax 1-818-966-2744. Seeking family of Simon
and Chana Sara GUTTMAN of Romania. Eight
children emigrated to Montreal at turn of century:
Solomon, Sophie, Pauline, Rose, Samuel, Marcus, Leo
and Lizzie whose descendants are known. Seeking
brothers and sisters of Simon Guttman and their
descendants.

00022 ARLENE EDWARDS (as above) seeking
relatives of Barnet MAIMAN born in Ovruch,
Ukraine, 1884-85, son of Josef and Bessie Adelman
Maiman. Barnet's siblings: Ida settled in Chicago;
Chasya, married Zalman Eisenberg, children Fira and
Levi, last heard from in Vinnitsa, Ukraine in 1933.
Brother Leon aka Louis Maiman ran away during a
pogrom and was never heard of again.
00023 BILL ARNOLD, O'Connor Pharmacy, 7

Sargood Street, OCONNOR, 2601, ACT, AUSTRA-
LIA. Seeking evidence of Jewish antecedents of my
grandmother Ada Matilda GRAFF, daughter of
Alexander Graff, born in London, and Sarah
Seymour, born in Sussex, England. Ada Matilda was
born in Sydney on 9th September, 1874.

00024 DR JON ALLAN,193 Windsor Road, North-
mead, Sydney, 2152, NSW, AUSTRALIA. Tel: 61-2-
639-2851. Seeking lost uncle of Alexandra
CHAPKOVSKAYA, a Jewish student in Russia. Her
great-grandfather Chazkel CHAPKOVSKI and wife
Dvoira perished in Poland, aged about 70 in Nazi
regime. Their children included Chaya, David, Rachel
Alexandra's grandfather and another son who went to
USA and developed a successful shoe business. Con-
tact renewed after WWII was lost during Stalin years.
Address of uncle destroyed, and even his first name
forgotten by new generation. Now anxious to renew
contact.

STOP PRESS!!! IstMay, 1995
See enclosed pamphlet on the Sydney visit of

author and researcher, SALLY FIBER
"JEWS of theWEST END of LONDON"
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65 ASHER
ASHER

65 ASHER
65 ASHER
62 AZUELOS

68
68
50 D'AZEVEDO
72 DOBISOFF
69 ELLON
65 FAIGENSON
65

65
67
64

65 HIRSCHMANN
65 HIRSCHMANN
12 JULIUS
12 JULIUS
75 KATZ
55KULKA
69 LANDAUER
62 LARAS
67 LEMPERT
62 LEVY (LEAVY)
69 LEWIS
64 LINDER
62 LOPEZS)
68 MANDEL
69 MARLANSKI
75 MENDELSBERG
55 METZGER
74 MOSES
73 NEUMANN
67 POTASZ
$5 RIPKA
50 ROMANO
68 ROOZ

AUSTRALIAN JEWISH GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY DATA BASE
Names being researched by our new members

OLD NAMEOF TOWN

POSEN
NEUSTADT a.d.WARTHE
ODERBERG

MARINPOLE

LEMBERG
LEMBERG

PODHAJCE

ZAWALOW
BUCZACZ

VILNA

SCHMIEGEL
KOSTEN

LEMBERG

BICAZ

TOWN

AUCKLAND
BRISBANE
NEWCASTLE
LONDON
LONDON
KISHINEV
AMSTERDAM
BRAUNSCHWEIG
POZNAN
NOWE MLASTO NAD
BOHUMIN
BERLIN
LONDON
MARIJAMPOLE
LEEDS
cLUJ
BYCHAWA
LONDON
HARBIN

RIGA
NAGYKATA
FEGYVERNEK
KALUSH
LVOV
LVOV
CLUS
LUBLIN
LONDON
PODGAYTSY
TOUSTOBABY
ZAVALOV
BUCHACH

VILNIUS
SUWALKI
ARNHEM
BERLIN
SMIGIEL
KOSCIAN
SZOMBATHELY
LONDON
VIENNA
NITRA
CHICAGO
OSTRODA
LUBLIN
TROPPAU

LONDON
KICHINEV
LONDON
LONDON
LVOV
LONDON
BICAI
SUWALKI
WARSAW
BUDAPEST
LONDON
NOVE ZAMKY
WARSAW
PRAGUE
AMSTERDAM
CLUJ

PROVINCE

SIBERIA

QUEENSLAND
NEW SOUTHWALES

PRUSSIA
POSEN
WARTA, POSEN
MORAVIA
BRANDENBURG

TRANSYLVANIA
LUBLIN

HESSE CASTEL

GALICIA
GALICIA
TRANSYLVANIA
LUBLIN

TARNOPOL{GALICIA)
TARNOPOL(GALICIA)
TARNOPOL(GALICIA)
TARNOPOL(GALICIA)

BRANDENBURG.
POSEN
POSEN

HESSE CASTEL

GALICIA

TRANSYLVANIA

TRANSYLVANIA

March, 1995

COUNTRY

RUSSIA
ENGLAND
NEW ZEALAND
AUSTRALIA
AUSTRALIA
ENGLAND
ENGLAND
MOLDOVA
HOLLAND

POLAND
POLAND
CZECH
GE)
ENGLAND
LITHUANIA
ENGLAND
ROMANIA
POLAND
ENGLAND
CHINA
GERMANY
LATVIA

DATESD SURNAME

19th Cent
1820's
1840's
1850's+
1850's+
1838
19th Cent
Pre 1935
Pre 1943

1800-1890
1850+
1800+
1800+
1850+
19th Cent
1843-1864
1864+
1900's
1899

18th Cent
19th Cent
Pre 1852

ALTSHULER72

65

74 BENJAMIN
67 BERENSTEIN
71

70 BRANDES GERMANY
BRAUN63

BRAUN
BRAUN
BRAUN

74 COHEN
65 COHEN
65 COHEN

CSAKI

1920's
c 1889

Pre 1923
Pre 1850
Pre 1850
1900's

Up te 1884
1838

FARAGO HUNGARY
FARAGO HUNGARY
FELDMAN
FLECKER
FLEKER64

68 FREIBUSZ ROMANIA
68GARFINKIE POLAND
62 GENESE ENGLAND
66 GOTTFRIED
66 GOTTFRIED
66 GOTTFRIED
66GOITFRIED

1860's
Pre 1933
1800's
20th Cent
1850+
1800+
1800+

GREIF HUNGARY
67 GRINSPUN LITHUANIA
69 GURSKI POLAND
71 HOLLAND
63 HAMBURGER GERMANY
63 HAMBURGER POLAND
63 HAMBURGER POLAND
73 HANDLEY HUNGARY

1800's
62 ENGLAND

AUSTRIA
SLOVAKIA

1920's
1850's
Pre 1945
1850's
Pre 1852

1800's
19th Cent+
1800's

USA
POLAND
POLAND
CZECH REP
GERMANY
ENGLAND
MOLDOVA
ENGLAND
ENGLAND

Pre 1910
1800's
1900's
1800's
1920's

Up to 1943

19th Cent

ENGLAND
ROMANIA
POLAND
POLAND
HUNGARY
ENGLAND
SLOVAKIA

Pre 1942

Up to 1945
17 Cent
1900's

POLAND
CZECH
HOLLAND
ROMANIA
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DO YOU RECOGNISE THIS SYNAGOGUE?
David Laufer, a member of our Society, believes that one of his wife's ancestors, Arthur Wantoch, was
the architect of this building in the 1920's. However no one in the family knows where this building was

located. Any information on the history of this synagogue would be appreciated by David.

4 @

1

1

(
1

AUSTRALIAN JEWISH GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY DATA BASE, MARCH 1995 (Continued)

D SURNAME OLD NAMEOF TOWN TOWN PROVINCE COUNTRY DATES

67 ROTBAND WARSAW POLAND Pre 1925
SALOM BARBADOS WEST INDIES .1825

72 SAPIER KOBRIN BELARUS 19th Cent
65 SCHIMMEL HUNGARY
67 SCHWARTZMAN KICHINEV MOLDOVA 19th Cent
63 SENGER NEUSTADT a.d.WARTHE NOWEMIASTONAD WARTA, POSEN POLAND 1800+
67 SHERMAN POLAND Pre 1950
64 SINGER LEMBERG LVOV GALICIA UKRAINE Pre 1850
67 SMALOVSKI KICHINEV MOLDOVA Pre 1950
74 SOLOMON ADELAIDE SOUTHAUSTRALIA AUSTRALIA
74 SOLOMON LONDON ENGLAND 18th Cent
63 TURK POSEN POZNAN POSEN POLAND 1800+
65 URBAN CZECHOSLOVAKIA

VAN BUUREN UTRECHT HOLLAND Pre 1943
63 WARSCHAUER BERLIN BRANDENBURG GERMANY 1850+
63 WARSCHAUER POSEN POZNAN POSEN POLAND 1800+
68 ZAJFSATAJN LUBLIN LUBLIN POLAND Up to 1884
67 ZATZ DOBREVEN DUMBRAVENY UKRAINE Pre 1923
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